All My Movies Crazy offer for Affiliates
Organize and track your movie collection.
Scan your drive for the movie files or add movies by their title/barcodes within seconds. The
program will download the movie details including the cover image automatically.
As a serious movie collector, you might have hundreds of movies in your collection. As your
collection grows, organizing your collection so that you always know whether you have a particular
title gets more difficult. There are products that promise to organize your entire collection for fast
and easy reference. All you must do, they say, is enter every little detail about each movie you
have…by hand! You might be a movie fan, but is it really fun to spend hours and hours manually
entering all the information about your movies? All My Movies delivers what other products just
promise: a really fast way to organize your collection. Thanks to online movie databases such as
IMDB.com, you will no longer need to type in all the details. Instead, you just enter the name or scan
UPC barcode of your video or DVD, and All My Movies will immediately retrieve everything else from
the Internet. Browsing and searching your collection with All My Movies is easy, fast and fun. When
you first enter a movie into the system, All My Movies will automatically download the box cover,
presenting your collection in the same way it looks on your shelf. If you ever forget what's inside the
movie, All My Movies offers a convenient way to show you what's in the box. Just insert a DVD into
your computer, and All My Movies will automatically capture frame shots and store them in the
database for your reference. What if you remember that you had that DVD, but it's not on the shelf?
Maybe someone borrowed the disk from you, but do you remember who? All My Movies keeps track
of your videos with a powerful loan manager. It will allow you to record and look up who borrowed a
particular disk and remind you about overdue loaners. If you regularly loan movies from your
collection, you will definitely value these powerful tracking features. You will be able to see who has
borrowed a particular movie and when it was borrowed, as well as the history of the borrower.
You can spend some time to check our competitors, but we are sure, you'll get back to All My
Movies, finally.

